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Determining the Order and Direction of Multiple Brand Extensions

ABSTRACT

The process of managing a successful brand involves leveraging the brand's equity to
profitable ends. Brand extension provides a means of capitalizing on brand equity. This
paper examines the importance of the order and direction of in brand extension. Two
experiments provide evidence for effects of order and direction of extension on the
perceived coherence of the brand and purchase likelihood of the extension. Results show
that undertaking extensions in a particular order allows distant extensions to be perceived as
coherent and that following a consistent direction in extension allows for greater coherence
and purchase likelihood for the target extension.

Determining the Order and Direction of Multiple Brand Extensions

The process of managing a successful brand involves leveraging the brand's equity to
profitable ends. Brand extension is one means of capitalizing on a brand's equity (Tauber 1988).
Brand extension involves the application of an existing brand naine to products that are new to the
brand naine. Recent brand extensions include Sanyo clothing, Nintendo breakfast cereal, and
Panasonic bicycles. While the prime motivation behind a brand extension is that consumers will
transfer brand awareness and preference to a new product, extensions that are unrelated to existing
products pose problems of consumer acceptance (Keller and Aaker 1992). In addition, brands are
frequently extended to several products. some more "distant" than others. In going from single
extensions to multiple extensions. the problem of deciding the ordcr of extension takes on
importance. Given a set of potential extensions. how should a brand manager decide on their order
of introduction so as to maximize the possibility of consumer acceptance? For example, if Nike
were considering extensions. it could potentially apply its brand to sports medication, analgesics, or
tennis racquets. The order of extension should depend on the distance and direction of the extensions
from the brand. and the desired direction in which extensions are to be executed in the future. The
purpose of the studics reported in this paper is to explore the following issues: (1) does the order of
extension affect consumer reactions to the extension? (2) How is direction of extension to be
realizcd? And. (3) does the consistency «direction of multiple extensions affect consumer
reactions to the target extension? This paper reports the results of two experiments that examined
the effects of order and direction of brand extension in a laboratory setting.
Research in brand extension has demonstrated a positive relationship between the perceived
"fit" of extension products with existing brand concepts and consumers' acceptance and evaluation of
such extensions (Aaker and Keller 1990: Boush and Loken 1991; Bridges 1989: Chakravarti,
Maclnnis and Nakamoto 1990; Keller and Aaker 1992; Minnesota Consumer Behavior Seminar
1987: Park, Milberg and Lawson 1991). Generally, this research shows that extension products that
share physical features. usage situations or product/brand concepts (e.g. high status) ‘vith existing

products or with the brand, are regardcd by consumers as good fits. Evaluations of such extensions
are generally more favorable chan for products that are poor fits. This finding may suggest that
brand extension ought to be limited to high fit products. However, due to market opportunities or
long terra plans for a shift in product mix, a firm may wish to extend a brand to products that may
currently be "low fit". In such cases, one option may, be to gradually extend the brand to the target
product by introducing intermediate extensions that act as "stepping stones" (Keller and Aaker
1992). In their study of intermediate extensions. Keller and Aaker (1992) find that this strategy may
compensate for the lack of initial fit and allow larget extensions to be evaluated more positively.
The strategy of introducing multiple extensions assumes that the order in which intermediate
extensions ought to be introduced is known a priori.
Intuitively. the order of introduction of extensions should be determined by the distance of
these extensions from the current brand. That is. close extensions should be introduced first,
followed by more distant ones. Framing the issue of brand extension in ternis of "close."
"intermediate." or "distant" extensions implies the use of a distance metric. Such a metric may be
defined in terras of similarity. cohcrence. or some other basis of perceived match. The argument
from similarity is that fit is based on the common features between existing products and extension
products (Keller and Aaker 1992: Minnesota Consumer Behavior Seminar 1987). An extension is
either a good fit or a poor fit based on the number of features that it shares with the existing products
of the brand. An alternative view is that fit is a perception that may be altered without changing
product features. In this sense. fit is a global measure of "coherence" of the extension product with
the brand categorv. An objective of the studies reported here is to examine this latter notion of fit to
determine if it ma y be possible to alter perceptions of cohcrence without changing the features of
either existing or extension products. For example, when Bic introduces perfumes, the concept of
disposability is emphasized, rather than similarity to an existing Bic product.
The notion of distance of extension also raises the possibility that extensions may occur in
multiple directions. Just as distance of extension refers to the inverse of perceived fit, the direction
of extension refers to orientation in a spatial representation (based on perceptions of fit) of the brand
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and potential extensions. 1f it is possible to extend a brand in several directions, multiple extensions
ma • have to satisfv a direction critcrion. That is. in addition to being executed in increasing order of
distance, thev may have to be executed in a consistent direction so as to allow a perception of fit.
This paper provides an experimental test of hypotheses about the order and direction of
brand extension. Like previous research in brand extension, ive draw on categorization research as a
conceptual framework (Boush and Loken 1991: Bridges 1989; Chakravarti, Maclnnis and
Nakamoto 1990; Park. Milberg and Lawson 1991). In the next section the theoretical background is
discussed and the hvpotheses formulated. Two studies designed to test these hypotheses are
reported. The first tests the effects of ordered versus nonordered brand extensions on consumer
reactions. The order of extensions is established on the basis of the perceived coherence of
extensions within the brand namc. The second experimcnt introduces the concept of direction of
extension and tests the effects of directional consistencv of multiple extensions on consumer
reactions.

CONCEPTUAL BACKGROUND
A brand can bc conceptualized as a cognitive categorv containing one or several products
(Boush and Loken 1991: Bridges 1989: Park. Milberg and Lawson 1991). The brand name acts as
the mental categorv label and as such carnes the meaning and affect associated with the categorv. In
this vein. the problem of brand extension can be viewed expansion of a brand categorv to include a
new product member.
Categories arc collections of objects that are made coherent by theories which consumers
supply (Bridges 1989: Murphv and Medin 1985: Park. Milberg and Lawson 1991). These theories
provide coherence to brand categories by "making senne" of the collection of products under the
brand name. Extensions of the brand categorv are evaluated bv the criteria of coherence provided bv
the theories of the brand. For example. the diverse set of products under the brand name Yamaha
(motorcvcles. pianos. audio components) ma). "hang together" because Yamaha is understood in
ternis of propositions such as "Yamaha is a high-tech brand". "Yamaha is a Japanese brand",
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"Yamaha is a quality brand". and so on. Potential extensions of the Yamaha brand are likely to be
evaluated for coherence with this set of propositions. Lack of coherence will be reflected in lack of
"fit" and contribute to poor evaluations.
Chaining and Ordered Extensions
Lakoff (1987a) has proposed an account of categories as Idealized Cognitive Models that
closely parallels the notion of categories based on theories proposed by Medin and his colleagues
(Lakoff 1987b; Medin 1989; Medin and Wattenmaker 1987; Murphy and Medin 1985). In addition
to treating categories as theories. Lakoff describes a category extension mechanism called
"chaining." Here a central member of a category is linked to another member that is, in turn, linked
in some fashion to a third member. and so on. Thus, object A in a category may be seen to be
related or chained to object B (based on propositions provided by the consumer's theor of the
categorv). Object B mav similarly be linked to object C: and object C may be so linked to object D.
Together these objects form a coherent categorv. even though objects A and D have little in common
(Austin 1961: Wittgenstein 1953). For example. if we think of the senses of a word as being
members of a categorv then the expressions healthy body, healthy complexion, and healthy exercise
use the terni healthy in vcry different ways. yet they form a coherent category that is codified in the
language as the label HEALTHY (Austin 1961: Lakoff 1987a).
Based on the chaining mechanism, it can be hvpothesized that the categorv coherence mav
be greater when the component objects forrn a chain than if they do not. If a collection of eclectic
objects cannot be rationalized as a chain, it may not be perceived as a coherent categorv. The
extension D in the example above may be perceived to be coherent only because it is preceded by a
chain that is perceived as coherent. Thus_ objects may be perceived to be coherent members of a
category by virtuc of elements that precede them in category formation (Lakoff 1987a).
Linguistic categories are extended (or are trot) depending on the spe.iker's judgment of the
coherence of the extension. For example. the extension of the category VIRUS to include some
computer programs is an extension that may be sanctioned by the native speakers of a language
based on the coherence of the extension with the original connotation of the tenu. In a brand
4

extension setting the extension is executed by the firm. However, success of the extension depends on
consumers' judgment of the coherence of the extension. The consumer mav or mav not find the
extension coherent. based on the existing meaning of the brand name to him/her. On the basic of the
chaining principle it seems reasonable to expect that brand extensions which follow an order of
increasing distance (or ordered extension) would be more conducive to chaining. This may allow
the final extension to be perceived as coherent within the category. On the other band. if extensions
are carried out without regard to order. the target extension may not be perceived as coherent. While
in either case the extension will be perceived as less coherent as the distance from the brand
increases, the drop in coherence is likely to be lover when the extensions are ordered.

H la: The dccreasc in coherence due to distance will not bc as large for the targe!
extension arrived at through ordered brand extension (chaining) as it will be for the target
extension in non-ordered brand extension.

Categorization models suggcst that when an object clearly is a categorv member or is clearly
not one, processing of thc stimulus is rapid: otherwise more elaborate processing may be undertakcn

(Boush and Loken 1991: Smith. Shoben. and Rips 1974). This finding may be interpreted to mean
that in the categorization process, objects are compared against pre-existing theories. Objects that
are clearly members (nonmembers) of a category are immediately classified (not classified).
However, objects that are not clearly classifiable require rationalization to treat them as members.1
The additional step of rationalization may make the processes of category judgment and coherence
evaluation slower. Thus. an invertcd U-shaped relationship may exist between the extent of
coherence within the brand categorv and the speed of category judgment and coherence evaluation.
It would be expected that an extension perceived as moderately atypical of the brand takes longer to
classifç than an extension that is totally at∎ pical. Under Hypotheses Hla, it is expected that a target
extension arrived at through ordered interniediate extensions will be perceived as somewhat coherent.
A target extension arrived at through non-ordered intermediate extensions is likely to be perceived as
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incoherent in the brand categorv. Thus. it should take longer to evaluate the coherence of an
extension arrived at through ordered intennediate extensions because it is more coherent than one
arrived at through nonordered extension. nus, to support Hla, the following hypothcsis is
proposed.

Hlb: Target extensions arrived at through ordered extension will take longer to
evaluate for coherence than will extensions arrived at through nonordered extension.

The coherence of a brand's meaning provides it vith additional strength in that it is easier to
establish its position and casier for consumers to identify the brand's meaning than for a brand that
Jacks coherence (Park. Jaworski and Maclnnis 1986). These factors. it is suggested. contribute to
the success of a brand Thus. it is hvpothesized that a coherent brand should lead to greater
likelihood of purchase for the extension product than an incoherent one. Hypothesis H la suggested
that the distance of thc target extension would have a negative effect on the perceived coherence of
the brand. Thus. it is hypothesized that white distant extensions will have a lover purchase
likelihood. the decrease in purchase likelihood may not be as large for target extensions that are
preceded by ordered extensions.

H2: The decrease in purchase likclihood due to distance will not be as large for
the larget extension arrived at through ordered brand extension as it will for the target
extension in non-ordered brand extension.

Keller and Aaker (1992) report that brands are particularly resilient to extension failures as
well as to the introduction of distant (dissimilar) extensions. Their results show that consumers'
attitudes toward the brand were not damaged by failures of extensions or by the introduction of
distant extensions. However. "distant" extensions in their studv remained within the same product
category. More distant extensions ma} yield different results. Roedder-John and Loken
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(forthcoming). suggest that extension failures that are distant from the existing products may be less
likely to damage and di lute the brand's equity. The evidence so far indicates that "distant" extensions
may not harm to the original brand's evaluation. However, research has yet to examine the effect of
extensions outside the existing product category. Brand coherence may play an important vole in
detennining attitude toward a brand, especially for very distant extensions where there may be no
shared features. A brand that is perceived to be coherent ought to be evaluatcd more highly than a
brand that is not. As H I a predicts, ordered extensions are expected to be perceived as more
coherent. It is expected that nonordered intemediate extensions will create an incoherent brand
category and haret attitude toward the brand.

H3: Ordered extension will lead to more favorable attitude toward the brand than
will nonordercd extensions.

EXPERIMENT 1
Method

Prctcst.
A pretest calibratcd the distance of potential extensions from the brands used in the
experiment. The five brands. Adidas. Betty Crockcr. Colgate. Honda, and Sony were chosen (1) to
represcnt a wide varicty of product categories. (2) to be familiar to the subject population. and (3)
such that thcy were not commonizcd (wherc a brand name bccomes a common noun) as for example.
Kleenex. Vaseline, or Aspirin. It was expected that the use of real brands would allow subjects'
theories about these brands to be used in their evaluation of coherence.
Fort four subjects. drawn from the sanie population as subjects for the main study, were
asked to rank order 13 to 15 potential extensions of each of the five brands (different for each brand)
on the basis of how mach sense it made for that brand to make the product. 2 A rank of "1" vas to
be given to products that made the most sense. a rank of "2" to the product that made the next most
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scnse and so on. Mean rank served as a measure of distance from the brand. For the main studv.
five extensions at varying distances wcre chosen for cach brand.
Indevendent variables.
(a) Sequence. Each subject was presented with five extensions of two brands (of the five brands
used in the experiment), one in ordered sequence (closest to farthest), the other in nonordered
sequence. In the nonordered sequence, extensions were presented in the order 1, 5, 2, 4, 3: whcre 1
is the closest extension and 5 the farthest. This ordering has the property of maximizing the sum of
the differences between adjacent ranks (the sum is 10). The ordered sequence 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 on the
other hand has the property of minimizing the sum of differences between adjacent ranks (the sum
4). Thus. for the Honda brand name. the extensions in the ordered sequence were presented in the
following order: Car Sterco. Cellular Phone. CD Player, Telcvision, Fax Machine. In the
nonordered sequence. they werc presented as: Car Stereo. Fax Machine. Cellular Telephone,
Television. CD Mayer. Extensions for the other brands are shows in Table 1. Note that the first
and fourth most distant extensions appear in the first and fourth places in both orders. This allows
comparison of responses to the first and fourth extensions across the two orders.
Please Insert Table 1 Here
(b) Distance. In order to assess the impact of distance of the extension on the dependent variables.
responses to the first (closest) and fourth most distant extensions were compared. Thus. the two
levels of the distance factor are the first and fourth extensions.
(c) Brands. The brands used in the experiments (Table 1) served as replicates. For purposes of
anal • is. the levels of this factor were collapsed. All analyses are, therefore, conducted on responses
aggregated across brands.
Dependent variables.
The perceived coherence of potential extensions was measured on two seven-point scales bv
asking subjects "how much sense" extensions made to them. and "how logical" they thought
extensions were. A single item. seven point measure of purchase likclihood was phrased as:
8

"Assuming you ∎■ere m the market for a [productj. how likcly is it that you

Nvould

purchase a [brand]

[product]." Attitude toward the brand was measured. after subjccts had becn exposcd to all the
extensions, using ratings on three seven-point scales: Good-Bad, Pleasant-Unpleasant, FavorableUnfavorable. Finally, the time it took subjects to evaluate the stimulus screen of the fourth extension
was measured in units of 1/100th of a second. Time spent responding to questions about stimulus
screens was also recorded. The collection of accurate reaction times was made possible bv
administering the entire questionnaire on a computer.
Stimuli and procedure.
A total of 100 subjects, students registered in undergraduate marketing courses, participated
in the experiment. Subjects were seated before an AT&T 6300 personal computer and rcad hard
copv instructions about companics that were planning to introduce new products and necded to
obtain information on consumer rcactions. Thev then turned to their computers and responded to the
questionnaire about the extensions.
Each subject respondcd to extensions for two brands. one in the ordered condition and one in
nonordcred sequence. The order in Nvhich the conditions were presented was varied. Each subject
responded to two out of a possible five brands. and for each combination of two brands the order in
Nvhi ch

these two brands were presented was changcd. Moreover, each subject responded to both a

brand with ordered extensions and a brand

Nvith

nonordered extensions. As a result. a total of 40

different versions of thc questionnaire were used. Subjects were randomly assigned to the treatment
groups and were mn in groups ranging from 6 to 16. The task took subjccts between 15 and 25
minutes to complete. Subjects were then debricfed and paid $4 for their participation.
For each brand. subjects saw five extensions. After seeing an extension thev were told that
the extension they had just seen had been introduced in some other region or market and had been
reasonably successful. The wording of this statement was modelled after the one used in Keller and
Aaker (1992). Four different versions of the statement were used. one after each extension presented
(except, of course. the one presented last). One example of the statements used is presented below:
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The jextension] has becs introduced in some geographical areas with
success. Consurners have shown interest and sometimes will hunt for it in several
stores if it is not available. Merchandisers have placed large repeat orders.
In answering questions about the ncxt product, plcase take into
consideration that the [extension] would alrcadv be on the market whcn this ncxt
extension is introduced.

Results
Manipulation checks.
Subjects responded to the questions at their

ONVII

pace. Time taken to respond to a question

ivas recorded bv the computer. If time spent on the response screens is a measure of attention and/or
involvement with the experimental task. we would expect it to be equivalent for the two levels of
sequence. Responses conceming cohcrcnce (scnsc and logic) for the first extension took an average
of 10.68 seconds to complete in the ordered sequence and 12.38 seconds in the nonordcred sequence
(1 162' 1.60- P>.10 )- For the fourth extension. cohcrence responses took on average 7.80 seconds in
the ordered condition and 7.73 seconds in the nonordcred condition (t 162=0.1. p>.90). Responses to
the purchase likelihood question took on average 6.78 seconds for the ordered sequence and 6.75
seconds for the nonordcred (t 162 =.05. p>.90). For the fourth extension. the average finie spent on
purchase likelihood was 5.06 seconds in the ordered sequence and 5.15 seconds in the nonordered
sequence (t 16 ,=0.16. p>.80). Time spent responding to the three items of the attitude measure at the
end of the questionnaire was 19.91 seconds for the ordered sequence and 19.63 seconds for the
nonordercd sequence (t 162=0.18. p>.80). The differences between the

two

levels of sequence. in

teints of the time spent responding to questions about extension 1 and extension 4 is not significant.
Subjects in the two conditions of sequence did not differ in the amount of time spent responding to
the questions.
Prior to collapsing the brands. preliminarv measures of familiarity with and knowledge of
the brand, past purchase of the brand's product(s), perception of the brand's quality, trustworthiness
and dependability were compared for each brand across the two levels of the sequence condition
(ordered vs. nonordered). No differences were observed across sequence for any of the brands other
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than marginall significant differences on the quality and trustworthiness dimensions for the Sonv
brand naine (t31 =1.99. p<.06: and t 31 =1.92. p<.07). Observations relating to the brand name Sony
were not includcd in further analysis.
Analvsis.

Data were analyzcd as a 2x2x4, (ordered vs. nonordered sequence x close versus distant
extension x brand) factorial design. The distance factor was within subjects white the sequence and
brand factors were between subjects. Although five brands were included simple as replicates, the
brand factor was included in the model to account for anv variance due to a brand main effect and
because an interaction, if one were detected, between the brand and other factors. would be
interesting. Since each subject respondcd to extensions of two brands, the position of the brand in
the questionnaire (first or second) was includcd as a covariate in the analvsis. Thrce observations
were lost.
Effects on coherence.

Figure 1 and Table 2 summarize the results for Experiment I. It should be remembered that
the coherence mcasurc is the mean of two items that measured how mach "sense" the extension made
and the how "logical" it was. The two variables were highly corrclated (r=.87 for the first extension
and r=.92 for the fourth extension).
Please Insert Figure 1 Here
Please Insert Table 2 Here
Hvpothcsis la predicts that the decrease in coherence due to distance will not be as large for
a target extension arrive(' at through ordered extension as through nonordered extension nus.
under the h)pothesis. ive expect an interaction between the distance factor and the sequence factor.
The results sho . that the interaction between sequence and distance is indeed significant
(F 1,148=8.° I , P<.01)- The decrease in coherence from extension 1 to extension 4 is steeper in the
nonordered than in the ordered sequence. Thus, there is support for Hvpothesis la. The target
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extension (the product in the fourth position) in the ordered sequence was perceived to be more
coherent than the sanie extension arrived at through a nonordcred sequence.
Other results in the model show that the four-way interaction among sequence, distance,
brand and position (the covariate), is not significant (F 3 148=0.44, p>.70). In addition, none of the
three-wav interactions is significant. However, the two-wa • interaction between distance and brand
is significant (F3,148 =11.68, p<.001). The pattern of results suggests that brands may be
differentially extendible. Since cohcrence for some brands drops more steeply than for others, this
may indicate differences in the extendibility or "elasticity" of the brands.
The interaction between distance and the covariate, position. is significant (F1.148=27.11,
p<.001). The change in coherence ratings from extension 1 to extension 4 is larger when brands are
presented in the second position in the questionnaire. This could be due to the leaming that may
have occurred during thc experimental task. Responscs to extensions of the first brand were
cautious as subjects may have been hesitant to use the entire scale, not knowing the extremity of
extensions in the task ahead. In rcsponding to extensions of the second brand. subjects used the
scale more confidcnth. having calibrated the breadth of stimuli from the first brand.
Effects on coherence evaluation time.

Hvpothesis lb predicts that the process of cohcrence evaluation of the target extension ought
to take longer if the targct extension can be rationalizcd as being part of the brand. Coherence
evaluation lime is the lime .spent on the stimulus scrcen. This scrcen includcd instructions to
"consider the following extension " and "takc as much time as you avant to consider this product."
This evaluation time is predicted to bc longer for target extensions arrived at through ordered
extension than for target extensions arrived at through nonordered extension. Coherence evaluation
times exhibited positive skewness and were transformed using a natural log transformation. The
position in the questionnaire (first or second) was used as a covariate. However, this covariate
interacted with the sequcnce factor (F 1.163 =9.60, p<.01). The pattern of the interaction indicates
that in the first questionnaire position, the target extension (the fourth extension) in the ordered
extension condition took longer to cvaluate for cohcrence than in the nonordered (5.09 seconds vs.
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4.73 seconds). This is as predicted. ln the second questionnaire position. however. the situation was
reverscd (3.03 seconds vs. 3.91 seconds). Categorization theory predicts an inverted U-shaped
relationship between the congruity of the object (extension) to the category (brand) and the time
takcn to cvaluate the object (Smith. Shoben. and Rips 1974). The different results obtained in the
two levels of questionnaire position mav be due to the two levels of position capturing two different
parts of the inverted U-curve. That

in the first position, the nonordered sequence is evaluated

more quickly, presurnably because it is incoherent and on the far end of the inverted-U and is
rejected outright. The ordered sequence on the other hand takes longer to evaluate. reflecting
additional rationalizing activity near the middle of the inverted-U. In position 2. there mav be a
reference point effect created bv the extensions in position 1. When evaluating the target extension
in questionnaire position 2. subjects had alreadv been exposcd to 8 extensions. some of them quite
distant from the brand. Thus. the results mav reflect a shift in the scale. That is. Nvhat mav earlier
have been perceived as incongruent may now be perceived as moderately congruent, and what was
earlier perceived as rnoderately congruent is now congruent. As a result. the ordered extension mav
have shifted clown to the near-end of the inverted-U while the nonordered extension moved to the
middle.
Effects on purchase likelihood.
This analysis involved the sequence and distance factors. and the position covariate. The
brand replicate did not interact with any of the other variables, nor was there a main effect of brand.
As a result. data

Nverc

collapscd across brands.

Hypothesis 2 predicted that the dccrease in purchase likelihood due to distance would not be
as large for the target extension arrived at through an ordered sequence as for one arrived at through
a nonordered sequence of extensions. The results show that the interaction between sequence and
distance is not significant (F 1.160=0.88. p>.30). Thus. unlike coherence, the decrease in purchase
likelihood due to distance did not seem affected by the order of extensions. There was however. an
overall decrease in the ratings of purchase likelihood between the first and the fourth extension. The
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mean purchase likelihood fell from 4.05 for extension I to 2.90 for extension 4. This is reflected in a
significant main effect for the distance factor (F 1.160=54.89. p<.001).
The leaming effect that mav have occurred for the coherence variable .vas also observed for
purchase likelihood. Specifically. responses to the target extension for the brand that .vas presented
second in the questionnaire were more extreme than those for the brand presented first. This is
reflected in a significant interaction between the position covariate and the distance factor
(F1,160= 19.46. p<.001). As for the coherence variable. it is believed that subjects used the scale
more confidently for the second brand.
Other results in the model show that the main effect of the covariate. position is marginally
significant ( F l. 160=3.65- p<.06) reflecting the marginal increase in purchasc likelihood from
position 1 to position 2. Other interactions and main effects are not significant.
Effects on attitude.

The mean of the threc scven-point scalcs represented attitude toward the brand (coefficient
alpha for the threc measures was 0.82). Hypothcsis 3 predicted that attitude toward the brand %vould
be affected adversely in the nonordered extension condition. relative to the ordered extension
condition. This did not occur. There is no significant différence between the attitudes for the brands
in the ordered versus nonordered condition ( F 1.163 =.01 , P>.90). The interaction between brand and
séquence. Nvhich would indicate a differential susceptibility of brands to nonordered extensions .vas
not significant cithcr (F 3.163 =0.62. p>.50). The brands were uniformly rated high on attitude (all
above 5 on a 7-point scalc) and there was no significant difference among them (F 3.163 = 2.08.
p>.10).

Discussion
The results of the first studv show that ordercd extensions ma.- lead to greater coherence of
the target extension. Tlieoretically. this finding is interpreted as demonstrating that consumers more
easily integrate ordercd extensions into the brand because of the rationalizing links provided by
chaining. In other words. ordered extensions mav help create coherence by taking small steps
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toward a distant extension. Managerially. this suggests that a firm planning multiple extensions
must determinc the appropriate order of product introduction in order to maximizc chances of
consumer acceptance. ln addition. the basis of this ordering needs to be determined. In this
experiment, the use of coherence proved satisfactorv.
One implication of Ulis study is that the perceived coherence of an extension can be
manipulated without changing product features or brand characteristics (other than products
included in the brand categorv). The same product is vicwed as making more sense bv those
exposed to the ordered extensions than by those exposed to the nonordered extensions. This implies
that there is more to "fit" than sharcd product features. Further, it mav indicate that the "fit" of the
extension with the brand mav be susceptible to manipulation through communication rather phvsical
product characteristics.
The daim that ordered extensions are perceived as more coherent because of the
rationalization process is further supportcd bv the reaction time measures. For the first brand that
subjects ‘vere shows. the ordered target extensions took longer to evaluate for coherence than
nonordered extensions. Howcver. the cicar interpretability of the results on this masure is impaired
by the interaction of sequence with the position covariate. Nevertheless, interpreting the reversa] in
coherence evaluation timc as an effect of scaling of the distance variable allows for a plausible
explanation of the overall pattern of results.
Increased coherence of a target extension w .as also expected to be reflected in the likelihood
of purchase of the extension. The observed pattern of results for purchase likelihood was in the
predicted direction, though not statistically significant. In addition, purchase likelihood (of the
fourth extension) and coherence are strongly correlated. Thus. the correlation between purchase
likelihood and coherence is greater than that bctween attitude toward the brand and purchase
likelihood of the target extension (r=.57 and r=.07 respectively). It seems that while purchase
likelihood mav be affected by coherence. the increased coherence in the ordered condition mav not
have been sufficient to have an impact on purchase likelihood. A second possibility is that the
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direction of extension was not controlled for in this experiment and, thereforc. the impact of ordcred
extension on purchase ]ikelihood Kvas limited.
The effects of sequence of extension on the attitude toward the brand are not significant.
Brands werc not evaluated any less favorably in the nonordered condition than in the ordered
condition. This lack of effect is consistent with Keller and Aaker's (1992) finding that extensions do
not generally haret high quality "core" brands. In the present study all of the brands werc rated high
on quality (all four brands were rated above 5 on a three-item. seven point scale). The three items of
the scale. quality .. dependability. and trustworthiness. clearly measured perceptions of the brands
prior to exposure to the extension evaluation task. Thus. the present experiment extends Keller and
Aaker's (1992) result to distant brand extensions (c.g. Betty Crocker refrigerator. Honda television
etc.).

EXPERIMENT 2

Direction

The first experiment examincd the effcct of ordered versus nonordercd extensions on the
cohérence. evaluation time. and purchase likelihood of the target extension and on the attitude toward
the brand. It vas seen that distant extensions may be made coherent bv ordered sequential extension.
Howevcr. this experiment. like prcvious research did not consider that extensions may be made in
different directions. The direction of extension may be crucial. especially for multiple extension
situations. Indecd. it is possible that the lack of effect of ordered extensions on purchase likelihood
in the first experiment mav be duc to the fact that the direction componcnt vas ignored. As an
exaniple of the importance of direction, consider a brand, say, Sony. Consider two potential distant
extensions: Sony men's shoes and Sony oirfresheners. Both extensions mas' seem equally
incoherent, but suppiving an intermediate extension such as Sony vacuum cleaners may make the air
fresheners more cohérent and do littic to improve the perceived cohérence of men's shoes. It is this
distinction that Mye hope to capture %vith the direction construct.
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The consistcncy of direction may have sonie critical implications. An extension to a
particular product mav makc it more difficult for the brand to extend in a differcnt direction in the
future. nus, present extensions may impact on the future extendibility of brands. Similarly, if the
objective is to reach a target extension through sequential extensions, it may not be sufficient to
determine a ranking of the distance of varions candidate extensions. Some extensions may be less
distant and thus seem good candidates for intermediate extension. However, if they are in a different
direction than the target extension. they mav not be helpful as intermediate extensions. and may even
be counterproductive. The second experiment will examine the effect of consistent direction of
extension on the coherence and purchase likelihood of target extensions.
In brand extension research distance bas often bcen conceptualized in ternis of the lack of
shared features bctween two products. Snell a definition mav limit considcrations of fit (and
distance) to matches between product features. A more comprehensivc measure might be the degrec
of match that consumers perceive betwecn the brand and the extension products. In conceptual
ternis. this means defining fit in ternis not neccssarily limitcd to feature matching. Global
perceptions of fit provided bv consumcrs mav tap more than similarity. This Kvas the basic of the
coherence measures employed in the first experiment. ln the second experiment. this definition of
distance is expandcd to include a notion of direction.
Categorization researchers have often used spatial représentations of categories (Brugman
1981. Lakoff 1987a: Smith. Shoben and Rips 1974: Rips. Shoben and Smith. 1973). In these
spatial representations. categories or their mcmbers arc located in multidimensional space. The
location of the catcgories or elements reflccts an estimate of their relative distances and directions
from each other in a "mental representational space." As Rips. Shoben and Smith show, "semantic
distance ...can be reprcsented as Euclidean distance in a multidimensional space..." (p. 4). Similarly,
ive use multidimensional spatial representations to operationalize the notion of direction. By using a
spatial rcpresentation of brands and extensions. it is possible to ask whether multiple extensions arc
more likelv to be perceived as cohérent when thev occur in a consistent (sanie) direction than when
they occur in different directions. The question is. do multiple extensions that occur in different
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directions provide lover coherence to the target extension than those that occur in the sanie
direction? When multiple extensions occur in the sanie direction, the doser extension is an
intermecliatc product that. given the results from the first experiment, ought to facilitatc the
acceptance of the more distant extension. The hypotheses tested in this experiment arc:
Hla: An intermediale extension that is in the same direction as the target

extension mil' vield:
(a) greater perceived coherence for the target extension: and
(b) greater intention to purchase the target extension
than an intermediate extension in a direction differcnt from the target.

Method

Pretest.
As part of the prctest for Experimcnt 1. ranking data had been obtained for sets of potential
extensions for a numbcr of brands. Data for four of thesc brands (Adidas. Colgate. Honda. and
Sony) arc used as input to an idcal point multidimensional unfolding (ALSCAL algorithm).
Traditionally. ideal point models have hem used in marketing to map preferences. In such instances.
the input data usually consist of rankings or paircd comparison prefercnces of brands or products.
The model estimates the positions of thc various brands or products in multidimensional spacc and
also locates an idcal point which is the combination of artributes that is most preferred by each
subject. In the prescnt experiment. thc proccdurc is modified in that the input data consist of a
ranking of potentiel' extensions for a brand on how much sense thesc extensions make. nus. ideal
points can bc intcrprcted as the location of the idcal (or closcst) extension. This is taken to be the
location of the brand with respect to the potential extensions. Since the ideal points obtained for the
44 subjects were clustcred. the mean location on each dimension provided the location of the brand.
The stress values and R2 for cadi two dimensional brand map are shown in Table 3. An example of
the resulting multidimensional maps is shown in the Figure 2. The arrows represent the directions of
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extension which are investigated in tins experiment. The stimuli (extensions) for cach brand in the
both directions are shown in Table 4.
Please Insert Table 3 Here
Please Insert Table 4 Here
Please Insert Figure 2 Here
Independcnt variables.
Direction. The two levels of direction that are of interest are: consistent and inconsistent.
For each brand. two distinct directions were identified. These directions are represented by the
arrows in the map presented in Figure 2. Two potential extensions were identified in cach of the
directions. one Gloser to the brand than the eller (for the purposes of this experiment. these vil I be
called the intermediate and targct extensions respectivelv). For example. as shown in Figure 2. the
intermediate extension in direction 1 for Honda is Motor Club. and the target extension is Travel
Service. In direction 2. the intermediate and target extensions arc Car Sterco and CD Plaver
respectively. Thesc two inti..rmediate extensions were crossed with direction to vield a 2x2. The
four cells of this 2x2 arc labelled condition I through condition 4. In condition 1. subjects were
presentcd with the intermediate extension in direction I followed by die target extension in direction
1. In condition 2. they saw the intennediate extension in direction I followed by the target extension
in direction 2. In condition 3. subjects were exposed to the intermediate extension in direction 2 and
the target extension in the same direction. Finally. in condition 4, subjects were presented with the
intermediate extension in direction 2 and the target extension in direction 1.
nus, in conditions I and 3. subjects responded to extensions in a consistent direction. That
is. both the intennediate and the target extensions were in the same direction. In conditions 2 and 4,
die extensions were in inconsistent directions. A comparison of conditions 1 and 3 versus conditions
2 and 4 provides a test of the importance of the consistencv of direction.
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Replicates and blocking factors.
Four brands Nverc chosen as replicates. Each subject respondcd to all four brands. Bach in a
different condition. The data were collapsed across brands for analysis. Since each subject
responded to all four brands. each brand in a different condition. and because the order of
presentation of the brand/condition combinations was varied. the questionnaire version (or form) and
position (i.e.. brand/condition order) were blocked in the analysis. A summary of the resulting
design is presentcd in Table 5.
Please Insert Table 5 Here
Dependent variables.
The dependent variables included the coherence mcasures (sense and logic) and the purchase
likelihood of the extension.
Stimuli and proccdurc.
A total of 117 subjects respondcd to a paper and pencil questionnaire in a classroom setting.
Twcnty six replicates were chosen at random from each condition so as to have a balanced design.
Thus 104 questionnaires were uscd. Subjects werc informcd of the broad purpose of the study and
asked to work through the questionnaire sequentially (without looking ahcad or back in the booklet)
at their own pace. Groups rangcd in sizc from 21 to 29. Ail forms werc used in each group. The
forms were randomized prior to distribution. The task took between 10 and 20 minutes. Subjects
were debriefed and thankcd for thcir participation.
For each brand subjects saw two extensions. For each extension thev

lvere

asked to rate the

coherence (sense and logic) and the likelihood that thev would purchase the extension. Alter
presentation of the intermediate extension for each brand. subjects read a statement which indicated
that the intermediate extension had becn introduced in some markets and that thev were to takc this
into account when answcring questions about the next extension. The wording of the statements was
similar to the one in the first experiment.
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Analysis and Results
The coherence measure was made up of the sense and Iogic variables which were highlv
correlated for the target extension (r=.93). The analvsis was conducted using a Latin Square design.
This allowed for an estimation of the main effects of the blocking factors and replicates.
Conditions I and 3 represented intermediate and target extensions in the same direction.
Conditions 2 and 4 rcpresentcd target extensions in a different direction from the intermediate
extension.
Hypothesis Hla predicts that when the direction of extension is consistent, the target
extension will be perceived as more cohcrent than when the intermediate extension is in a direction
different from the target. Thus. we expect a significant effcct of condition. Within this effect. we
expect there to be no difference betwecn conditions I and 3, nor any difference between conditions 2
and 4. The effect of condition is expected to arise from a difference of conditions 1 and 3 versus
conditions 2 and 4. Table 6 summarizes the results for this experiment.
Please Insert Table 6 Hcrc
An comparison of conditions 1 and 3 versus 2

4 shows that the difference is significant

(F1 .307 = 58.35. p<.001). Table 6 shows that the mcan coherence rating for target extensions arrived
at through a consistent intermediatc extension are higher than thosc arrived at through inconsistant
intermediate extension. An examination of the means for the various cells through planned contrasts
reveals that, as predicted. there is no difference between conditions I and 3 in ternis of rated
coherence (F 1.307=.03. p>.80). Thcre is, however, a significant difference betwecn the mean
coherence ratings for conditions 2 and 4 (F 1.307 =13.44. p<.001).
The main effects of the blocking factors (form and position) are significant at p<.01,
providing a more powerful test of the hypothesis.
The effects of consistency of direction on purchase likelihood are as hypothesized. The
comparison of conditions 1 and 3 versus 2 and 4 shows a significant difference (F1.307=16.7,
p<.001 ) The means in Table 6 show that the purchase likelihood for target extensions in the
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consistent direction is grcatcr than that for target extensions in the inconsistent direction. Further.
planned contrasts show that. as expected. there is no difference between the consistent direction
conditions, 1 and 3 (F 1307=.16, p>.60). Similarly, there is no significant difference between the
purchase likelihood of the two inconsistent direction conditions, 2 and 4 (F 1307=3.47, p>.06).
The main effects of the blocking factors (form and position) are significant at p<.0I,
providing a more powerful test of the hypothesis.

Discussion
Experiment 2 was designed to examine whethcr direction of extension affects the coherence
and purchase likelihood of target extensions. The results support the contention that the consistency
of direction of extension may be an important consideration. especially for multiple extensions.
When only one extension is involved. it may stil) be important to take into consideration direction
because an extension in a particular direction =y lirait future extendibility of the brand. In
addition. this experiment provides evidence that consistcncy of direction in multiple extensions may
have an impact on the purchase likclihood of target extensions. This rcsult provides the link between
coherence and purchase likelihood.
The effects of direction of extension on the coherence and purchase likelihood demonstrate a
potential rclationship between the mental representations of brand categories and their effcct on
reasoning and évaluation about brand extensions. In addition, the method used in the pretest to
establish the position of a brand in product space mar prove a valuable tool in brand extension and
brand image research. h provides a method b y which a brand's extendibility may be evaluatcd with
regard to a reasonably large set of potential extensions. It may also be used to evaluate the relative
position of two similar but not equivalent brands with regard to a set of potential extensions.
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GENERAL DISCUSSION
Results of thc two experiments provide support for the argument that considcring thc
ordering of multiple extensions and the direction of such extensions is critical. Conceptually, the use
of coherence, as opposcd to the more traditional use of similarity, to define fit yieldecl positive
results. This may indicate that there is more to fit than simply feature-match similarity. The
coherence measure correlated well with purchase likelihood in Experiment 1. Like the coherence
measure, it was affected by distance and direction in Experiment 2.
The concept of chaining was supported by the results of Experiment 1. The hypothesis that
chaining occurs as a process of rationalization was also provided some support by the data on
coherence evaluation time for the targe extension.
The value of direction of extension was demonstrated in Experiment 2. Thc results show
that the use of spatial representations based on coherence mav provide a basis for predicting the
purchase likelihood of brand extensions. Such spatial representations arc linked to perceptions of
coherence and intention measures such as purchase likelihood. This link was uscd in this study to
demonstrate the importance of thc notion of direction in brand extension.
Findings from there two studies arc consistent with current theorv and previous results in
categorization and brand extension research. The empirical test of the chaining hypothesis and the
rationalization process bchind it provide support to Lakoffs (1987a: 1987b), and Murphy and
Medin's (1985) claim that categories may extcnd through processes other than similarity. Thus,
manv categories may bc composecl of objccts held together by theories or sets of rationalizing
propositions. Past research in brand extension has investigated the effects of similarity on the
affective evaluation of brand extensions where similarity exists between current products and
potential extensions. In contrast. the coherence construct taps the fit between the brand concept (as
opposed to existing products of thc brand) and the extension products.
The results also suggest that attitude toward the brand mav not bc damaged by nonordcrcd
extensions. This is consistent Nvith Keller and Aaker's (1992) finding that high quality brands tend
not to be hurt by distant extensions. The affective évaluations of specific extensions (e.g., the target
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extension) mav be harmcd. However. the present study did not masure attitudes toward individual
extensions. Previous research suggests. hoN\ ever. that moderatc incongruities mav be evaluated
more favorably than very incongruous or ven. - congruous stimuli (Mandler 1982: Meyers-Levu and
Tybout 1989). Given this theorv and the results on coherence and coherence evaluation times
obtained in the present study. it can be hypothesized that in the ordered extension condition. the
target extension would bc evaluated more favorably than the saine extension in the nonordered
extension. However, an interaction with the a priori perceptions of the quality of the brand mav
occur.

Resorting to abstract c,ohercnce criteria instead of feature similarity may be a pervasive
consumer stratcgv. For example. research into consumer decisions about noncomparable products
shows that incomparability on features may force consumers to resort to abstract criteria of
comparison (Johnson 1984). Noncomparable choiccs arc placcd together in a set based on abstract
criteria that have little to do with similarit ) Similarly. in the brand extension context, whcn
consumers are confrontcd %vith a distant extension of a familiar brand categorv. thcv mav resort to
abstract categories or thcorics to rationalizc such extensions.
Managerially, this research provides implications for decisions concerning multiple brand
extensions. In undertaking multiple brand extensions or in targcting a distant extension through
intermediate extensions. a finir must address two questions: what will be the ordcr of the extensions:
and in which direction should the extensions be undertaken? The present research has attempted to
address these issues. The results suggest that ordering extensions in ternis of the a priori coherence
of thcse extensions to consumers mav bc useful providcd one also takes into account the direction of
extension. For example, fumiture polish and clothing may be roughly equidistant from the brand
name Colgate in terms of cohercncc. but as shown in Experiment 2. thev mav be perceived to lead in
different directions. As such. the two products mav have very different implications for the success
of further extensions. Thus, the study points out the importance of taking both distance and
direction into account in brand extension. Moreover. it underlines the fact that both variables must
be determined cmpirically. since consumer perceptions mav not conform with managerial intuition.
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Limitations and Future Research
While the use of real world brands increases the external validity of the results. other
constraints of the lab setting may limit gcneralizability. The expérimental task was completed in 1020 minutes. In a real world setting. extensions through chaining might be made over a period of
months or years. The additional time might allow consumers the opportunity to extend their brand
categories gradually, and to rationalize the extensions, to assimilate them into the brand. As a result.
it might be expected that the coherence of distant target extensions could be rationalized more
effectively in a real world setting. Such rationalization would of course be facilitated by marketing
mix efforts. However. it is worth noting that the significant results obatined do reflect a pure effect
of order and may be generalized. in further studies, to settings other than the lab.
The real-world setting provides another factor that could not bc introduced into the
experiments. Real world extensions permit experience with the physical entity of the brand
extension. Expericnce with an extension may have thc property of confronting consumers with a fait
accompli. thus "forcing" them to extend their catégories by rationalizing the extension.

A hypothesis that emerges from the prescnt study is that initial attitude toward the brand
may be more predictive of attitude and purchase intention for extensions that arc close to the brand
than for extensions that are distant. On the other hand. coherence may botter predict affective
evaluations of more distant extensions. Data from Experiment 1 show that the correlation between
attitude toward the brand and purchase likelihood for the first (closest) extension is higher than the
correlation betwecn attitude and purchase likelihood for the fourth extension (r=.27 vs. r=.16).
Converselv. the relation of coherence to purchase likclihood incrcased from extension 1 to extension
4 (r=.49 vs. r=.60). This might suggest that in ordcred extensions, initial extensions may be
evaluated by affect transfer. white more distant extensions are evaluated more cognitively. Future
research might profitablv investigate this question.
The research reported here explored the importance of order and direction of brand
extension with conceptuel grounding in categorization theory. The two studies that examincd order
and direction of brand extension respectirely demonstrate the critical necd to consider these factors
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in Brand extension decisions. In addition, the use of coherence as a basis of fit. spatial
representations as a mcans of operationalizing direction stem to bc justified based on the rcsults and
would appear to warrant furthcr investigation.
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FOOTNOTES

1 Consumers are more likely to search for confirming evidence than disconfirming evidence (Hoch and Ha 1986)

2 The senne measure provides an indication of the perceived fit based on coherence (Lakoff 1987a: Medin and
Wattenmaker 1987). A similar conceptualization of fit has been proposed in the brand extension literature by
Bridges (1989) and Hartman. Price. and Duncan (1990).
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Figure 1
EFFECTS OF SEQUENCE AND DISTANCE
ON COHERENCE AND PURCHASE-LIKELIHOOD
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Figure 2
Product/Brand Space: Honda and Potential Extensions
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TABLE 1: Experiment 1, Stimuli
Brands and Potential Extensions

Extensions
Brand

Ordered

Non-ordered

Adidas

Beach-wear
Bath Soap
Shaving Cream
Razors
Shampoo

Beach-wear
Shampoo
Bath Soap
Razors
Shaving Cream

Betty Crocker

Toaster Oven
Juicer/Blender
Microwave Oven
Refrigerator
Dishwasher

Toaster Oven
Dishwasher
Juicer/Blender
Refrigerator
Microwave Over

Colgate

After-shave
Colgne
Women's Perfume
Mascara
Air Freshener

After-shave
Air Freshener
Cologne
Mascara
Women's Perfume

Honda

Car Stereo
Cellular Phone
CD Player
Television
Fax Machines

Car Stereo
Fax Machine
Cellular Phone
Television
CD Player

Sony

Microwave Oven
Refrigerator
Coffee-maker
Vacuum Cleaner
Juicer/Blender

Microwave Oven
Juicer/Blender
Refrigerator
Vacuum Cleaner
Coffee-maker
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TABLE 2: Experiment 1, Results

Coherence, Purchase likelihood, Evaluation, and Evaluation Time as a Function of
Sequence and Distance

Ordered
(N=84)

Close

Distant

Non-ordered
(N=80)

Close

Distant

Coherence

5.17
(1.44)

4.22
(1.65)

5.06
(1.49)

3.36
(1.63)

Purchase likelihood

4.05
(1.57)

3.05
(1.65)

3.98
(1.55)

2.76
(1.37)

Att Brand

5.36
(1.18)

5.36
(1.26)

Evaluation cime

4.01
(2.23)

4.34
(3.76)

Numbers are Means: Numbers in parentheses are standard deviations.
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TABLE 3: Experiment 2, Pretest

R2 and Stress Values for 2-dimensional Unfolding - N=44

Brand

Stress

R2

Adidas

0.19

0.96

Colgate

0.18

0.97

Honda

0.21

0.95

Sony

0.12

0.98
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TABLE 4: Experiment 2, Stimuli

Extensions

Brand
Direction 1

Direction 2

Intermediate
Target

Bathsoap
Shampoo

Back Pack
Brief Case

Intermediate
Target

Furniture Polish
Car Wax

Clothing
Shoes

HONDA

Intermediate
Target

Motor Club
Tarvel Service

Car Stereo
CD Play

SONY

Intermediate
Target

Furniture Polish
Air Freshener

Juicer/Blender
Refrigerator

ADIDAS

COLGATE
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TABLE 5: Experiment 2
Design for Experiment 2

Position 1
Postion 2
Position 3
Position 4

Form 1

Form 2

Form 3

Form 4

B1
B2
B3
B4

B2
B1
B4
B3

B3
B4
B1
B2

B4
B3
B2
B1

Cl
C2
C3
C4

C3
C4
Cl
C2

C4
C3
C2
Cl

C2
Cl
C4
C3

BI = Adidas. B2 = Colgate. B3 = Honda. 134 = Sony: Cl = Condition 1. C2 = Condition 2. C3 = Condition 3. C4 =
Condition 4. Forrn is the version of the questionnaire. Position is the location in the questionnaire. Foret and Position are
hlocking factors.
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TABLE 6: Experiment 2
Coherence and Purchase Likelihood of Target Extensions in
Consistent and Inconsistent Directions

Consistent

Coherence

Purchase likelihood

Inconsistent

Cond. 1
(N=104)

Cond. 3
(N=104)

Cond. 2
(N=104)

Cond. 4
(N=104)

4.45
(1.69)

4.45
(2.00)

3.05
(1.62)

3.77
(1.59)

3.38
(1.78)

3.33
(1.77)

2.70
(1.43)

3.00
(1.47)

Numbers are means; Numbers in parentheses are standard deviations.
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